40. Cable, Heidelberg to SO, 8 April 1947

SECRET/RELEASE TO GERMANY ONLY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

FROM: HEIDELBERG
TO: SPECIAL OPERATIONS
ACTION: ADSO (1)

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS SECRET CONTROL
CORRESPONDENCE PER PARAS 51 (1) 60A AR 380-4.

TO: YASHA CITE: HEID FOR ONLY FROM DOSSARD

RE:

1. HIGH POLICY APPLIES MORE TO OPERATIONAL RISKS THAN TO ANY HEAVY COMMITMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS.

2. ABOUT 3,000 EMPLOYEES OF VARYING NATIONALITIES NOW EMPLOYED OVER AREA ROUGHLY EMBRACING STOCKHOLM, PRAGUE, SOFIA, ROME, PARIS.

3. LIQUIDATION OF OPERATION MAY REVEAL COMPROMISES NOT YET FORESEEN WHICH MAY REQUIRE HIGH LEVEL CONSIDERATION.

4. LONG RANGE EXPLOITATION UNDOUBTEDLY WOULD REQUIRE CERTAIN COMMITMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS.

5. DETAILS STATEMENTS WILL FOLLOW BUT FEEL MAGNITUDE OF RESPONSIBILITY EITHER TO CONTINUE OR LIQUIDATE NOT EXAGGERATED.
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